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Abstract. Considering odd-dimensional complex projective space as a complex
contact manifold, one may ask which of the Calabi (Veronese) imbeddings can be
positioned by a holomorphic congruence as integral submanifolds of the complex
contact structure. It is ®rst shown that when the ®rst normal space is the whole
normal space, this is impossible. It is also shown to be impossibile for a Calabi sur-
face (complex dimension 2) in complex projective space of dimension 9 where one
has both a ®rst and second normal space. However when the complex dimension of
the submanifold is odd and the whole normal space consists of the ®rst and second
normal spaces, then there is a holomorphic congruence positioning the Calabi
imbedding as an integral submanifold of the complex contact structure.

1991 Mathematics Subject Classi®cation. 53C15, 53C40, 53C55, 53C56.

1. Introduction. In [4] Calabi showed that up to holomorphic congruence there
is a unique holomorphic imbedding of CPn�4�� into CPN�4�, N � n��

�

ÿ �ÿ 1 which does
not lie in any totally geodesic complex projective space of lower dimension. Naka-
gawa and Ogiue [11] showed that the only full isometric immersions of positively
curved complex space forms into positively curved complex space forms are local
versions of these imbeddings. These imbeddings are known as the Calabi imbeddings
or as the Veronese imbeddings, especially in the case CP2�2�ÿ!CP5�4�. For n � 1
these imbeddings are called Calabi curves. Classically the Calabi imbeddings are
given as follows. Let �1; . . . ; �n�1 be homogeneous coordinates for CPn�4��. The
Calabi imbedding of CPn�4�� into CPN�4�, in terms of homogeneous coordinates for
CPN�4�, is given by

��1; . . . ; �n�1�ÿ!���1;
���
�
p
��ÿ11 �2; . . . ;

�����������������������
�!

a1! � � � an�1!

s
�a11 � � � �an�1n�1 ; . . . ; ��n�1�; �1�

where
Pn�1

i�1 ai � �, the ai's being non-negative integers.
The odd-dimensional complex projective spaces CP2n�1 are well known exam-

ples of complex contact manifolds and in [1] the notion of a holomorphic Legendre
curve was introduced. In [3] it was shown that the Calabi curves CP1� 4

2n�1� can be
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brought by a holomorphic congruence into position as a holomorphic Legendre
curve in CP2n�1�4�. In contrast to this it was also shown in [3] that the Veronese
surface CP2�2� cannot be positioned as an integral submanifold of the complex
contact structure on CP5�4�. Here we will show that the same argument proves that
for � � 2 there is no Calabi imbedding CPn�2�ÿ!CP

n�2
2� �ÿ1�4� as an integral sub-

manifold of the complex contact structure. When � � 3 and n is odd, n�3
3

ÿ �ÿ 1 is odd
and we show that CPn�43� can be realized as an integral submanifold of CP

n�3
3� �ÿ1�4�.

However one cannot expect this for n even and we show that CP2�43� cannot be
positioned as an integral submanifold of the complex contact structure on CP9�4�.

2. Complex contact manifolds. A complex contact manifold is a complex mani-
fold M of odd complex dimension 2n� 1 together with an open covering fUg of
coordinate neighborhoods such that

(1) on each U there is a holomorphic 1-form � such that � ^ �d��n 6� 0,
(2) on U \ U0 6� ; there is a non-vanishing holomorphic function f such that

�0 � f�.
The complex contact structure determines a non-integrable complex contact

subbundle by the equation � � 0 and a complementary vertical bundle which is typi-
cally assumed to be integrable.

It is important to note that the de®nition is analogous to that of a contact
structure in the wider sense in view of the result [9] that for a compact complex
manifold with H1�M;Zn�1� � 0, i.e. no �n� 1�-torsion, a complex contact structure
is given by a global 1-form if and only if its ®rst Chern class vanishes.

On the other hand if M is a complex manifold with almost complex structure J,
Hermitian metric g and open covering by coordinate neighborhoods fUg, it is called
a complex almost contact metric manifold if it satis®es the following two conditions.

(1) In each U there exist 1-forms u and v � u � J with dual vector ®elds U and
V � ÿJU and (1,1) tensor ®elds G and H � GJ such that

G2 � H2 � ÿI� u
U� v
 V;

GJ � ÿJG; GU � 0; g�X;GY� � ÿg�GX;Y�:
(2) On U \ U0 6� ;, we have

u0 � auÿ bv; v0 � bu� av;

G0 � aGÿ bH; H0 � bG� aH;

where a and b are functions with a2 � b2 � 1.
A complex contact manifold admits a complex almost contact metric structure for

which the local contact form � is uÿ iv to within a non-vanishing complex-valued
function multiple and the local tensor ®elds G and H are related to du and dv by

du�X;Y� � g�X;GY� � �� ^ v��X;Y�; dv�X;Y� � g�X;HY� ÿ �� ^ u��X;Y�; �2�

where ��X� � g�rXU;V�, r being the Levi-Civita connection of g (see [5,8]). We
refer to a complex contact manifold with a complex almost contact metric structure
satisfying these conditions as a complex contact metric manifold.
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Bearing in mind that the local contact form � is uÿ iv to within a non-vanishing
complex-valued function multiple and since in the overlap U \ U0 6� ;, u0 � auÿ bv,
v0 � bu� av, we can de®ne an integral submanifold as a submanifold whose tangent
spaces belong to the complex contact subbundle, i.e. u�X� � v�X� � 0 for any tan-
gent vector X or equivalently ��X� � 0. If the submanifold is itself a complex sub-
manifold, we call it a holomorphic integral submanifold. When a holomorphic
integral submanifold has complex dimension 1, it is called a holomorphic Legendre
curve [1]. It is well know in real contact geometry that the maximum dimension of an
integral submanifold of a contact manifold of dimension 2n� 1 is only n. Similarly
it is easy to check that an integral submanifold of a complex contact manifold of
complex dimension 2n� 1 has real dimension at most 2n.

3. Complex contact structure on CP2n�1. We will need a local coordinate
expression for the complex contact structure on CP2n�1. We will use homogeneous
coordinates �z1; . . . ; zn�1;w1; . . . ;wn�1�. Then the complex contact structure is given
by the holomorphic 1-form

 �
Xn�1
k�1
�zkdwk ÿ wkdzk�:

To give a little more detail we remark that the complex contact structure on
CP2n�1 is closely related to the Sasakian 3-structure on the unit sphere S4n�3 and to
the quaternionic KaÈ hler structure on quaternionic projective space. C2n�2 ' Hn�1

has three almost complex structures I, J, K which act on the position vector x as

Ix � ix � �iz1; . . . ; izn�1; iw1; . . . ; iwn�1�;

Jx � �i �w1; . . . ; i �wn�1;ÿi �z1; . . . ;ÿi �zn�1�;

Kx � � �w1; . . . ; �wn�1;ÿ �z1; . . . ;ÿ �zn�1�:

The vector ®elds on S4n�3 given by �1 � ÿIx, �2 � ÿJx, �3 � ÿKx are the char-
acteristic vector ®elds of three contact structures �1, �2, �3 on S4n�3. In terms of the
complex coordinates, the forms �1, �2, �3 on S4n�3 are the restrictions of the fol-
lowing forms on C2n�2, which we denote by the same letters.

�1 � ÿ i

2

Xn�1
k�1
�zkd �zk ÿ �zkdzk � wkd �wk ÿ �wkdwk�;

�3 � i�2 �
Xn�1
k�1
�zkdwk ÿ wkdzk�:

In [6] Ishihara and Konishi proved that if one of the contact structures of a
manifold ~M4n�3 with a Sasakian 3-structure is regular, the base manifold M of the
induced ®bration is a complex contact manifold. The structure is constructed as
follows. If ��1; �1; �1; g�, is the regular Sasakian structure, then �1 and g are
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projectable; (see for example [2] for notation). Let XH denote the horizontal lift of a
vector ®eld X on M with respect to the principal bundle connection de®ned by �1.
Then JX � ���1XH and the projected metric form a KaÈ hler structure on M. For a
coordinate neighborhood U on M and a local cross section � of ~M4n�3 over U,
1-forms u and v and a tensor ®eld G de®ned on U by

u�X� � � � �2���X�; v�X� � � � �3���X�;

GX � ����2��Xÿ �1���X��3 � �3���X��1�

de®ne the complex contact and complex almost contact structures on M. In the case
of the Hopf ®bration this is the standard KaÈ hler structure on CP2n�1 with the
Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic curvature 4. With the Hopf ®bration
induced by �1,  � �3 � i�2 is a local expression for the complex contact structure
on CP2n�1.

We will also need the covariant derivatives of the structure tensors of the com-
plex contact metric structure on CP2n�1. These are the following, and we refer to
[7,10] for details.

rXU � ÿGX� ��X�V; rXV � ÿHXÿ ��X�U: �3�

�rXG�Y � g�X;Y�Uÿ u�Y�Xÿ g�X; JY�Vÿ v�Y�JX� ��X�HY: �4�

�rXH�Y � g�X;Y�Vÿ v�Y�X� g�X; JY�U� u�Y�JXÿ ��X�GY:

4. Submanifold theory. For a submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold � ~M; ~g�
we denote the induced metric by g. Then the Levi-Civita connection r of g and the
second fundamental form � are related to the ambient Levi-Civita connection ~r by

~rXY � rXY� ��X;Y�:

For a normal vector ®eld � we denote by A� the corresponding Weingarten map and
we denote the connection in the normal bundle by r?; in particular A� and r? are
de®ned by

~rX� � ÿA�X�r?X�

and one readily has ~g���X;Y�; �� � g�A�X;Y�. The Gauss equation is

~R�X;Y;Z;W� � R�X;Y;Z;W� � ~g���X;Z�; ��Y;W�� ÿ ~g���Y;Z�; ��X;W��:

De®ning the covariant derivative of � by

�r0���X;Y;Z� � r?X��Y;Z� ÿ ��rXY;Z� ÿ ��Y;rXZ�;

the Codazzi equation is

�RXYZ�? � �r0���X;Y;Z� ÿ �r0���Y;X;Z�:
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Finally for normal vector ®elds � and � the equation of Ricci-KuÈ hn is

~R�X;Y; �; �� � R?�X;Y; �; �� ÿ g��A�;A��X;Y�:

The span of the second fundamental form is called the ®rst normal space and
will be denoted by �1. Let `proj' denote projection to the orthogonal complement of
TM� �1. De®ne ��X;Y;Z� by

��X;Y;Z� � proj ~rX ~rYZ�� projr?X��Y;Z��:

The span of � is called the second normal space and will be denoted by �2. Succes-
sively the higher normal spaces may be de®ned in this manner by taking higher
order derivatives.

The meaning of the integer � in the Calabi imbeddings CPn�4��ÿ!CPN�4� is that
there are �ÿ 1 normal spaces, each of maximal dimension; the dimension of the rth
normal space is n

r�1
n�r
r

ÿ �
. For a complex submanifold of a KaÈ hler manifold one has

��X; JY� � J��X;Y� and ��X;Y; JZ� � J��X;Y;Z�. Moreover if the ambient space
is a complex space form, the Codazzi equation gives that ��X;Y;Z� is symmetric in
X;Y;Z.

5. Calabi curves in CP2n�1�4�. Before turning to our main topic, we mention for
completeness the following result of [3].

Theorem 1. There exists a holomorphic congruence of CP2n�1�4� that positions
the Calabi curve CP1� 4

2n�1� as a holomorphic Legendre curve in CP2n�1�4�.

The imbedding is given explicitly as follows. For simplicity set �k �
������������
2n�1
kÿ1
ÿ �q

; we
position CP1� 4

2n�1� by a holomorphic congruence of (1) as

��1; �2�ÿ!

��2n�11 ; . . . ; �k�
2n�2ÿk
1 �kÿ12 ; . . . ; �n�1�n�11 �n2;

�2n�12 ; . . . ; �ÿ1�kÿ1�k�2n�2ÿk2 �kÿ11 ; . . . ; �ÿ1�n�n�1�n�12 �n1�:

Then

@

@�1
�
Xm�1
k�1

�
�k�2n� 2ÿ k��2n�1ÿk1 �kÿ12

@

@zk
� �ÿ1�kÿ1�k�kÿ 1��2n�2ÿk2 �kÿ21

@

@wk

�
;

@

@�2
�
Xm�1
k�1

�
�k�kÿ 1��2n�2ÿk1 �kÿ22

@

@zk
� �ÿ1�kÿ1�k�2n� 2ÿ k��2n�1ÿk2 �kÿ11

@

@wk

�
represent the tangent space and it su�ces to show that  � @@�1� �  � @@�2� � 0.
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6. On the higher dimensional Calabi imbeddings. In view of Theorem 1, it is
natural to ask if in addition to realizing the Calabi curves as holomorphic Legendre
curves in CP2n�1�4�, can the higher dimensional Calabi imbeddings be positioned as
integral submanifolds of the complex contact structure on CPN�4� for N odd? In [3]
it was shown that there is no holomorphic congruence of CP5�4� that brings the
Veronese surface CP2�2� into position as a Legendre submanifold of the complex
contact structure on CP5�4�. We generalize this as follows.

Theorem 2. Assume that N � n�2
2

ÿ �ÿ 1 is odd. There is no holomorphic con-
gruence of CPN�4� that brings the Calabi imbedding of CPn�2� into position as an
integral submanifold of the complex contact structure on CPN�4�.

Proof. Recall that the meaning of the condition � � 2 is that the ®rst normal
space is the whole normal space. Suppose now that CPn�2�ÿ!CPN�4� is an integral
submanifold of the complex contact structure with second fundamental form �.
Since u�X� � v�X� � 0 for any tangent vector X, the vector ®elds U and V are nor-
mal. Moreover du�X;Y� � 0 and hence from (2) or (3), GX is normal for any tangent
vector X. Now using �3� again we have

0 � Xg�Y;U� � g� ~rXY;U� ÿ g�Y;GX� � g���X;Y�;U�

and similarly g���X;Y�;V� � 0. Thus U and V are orthogonal to both the tangent
space and the ®rst normal space, but the ®rst normal space is the whole normal
space, giving a contradiction.

Turning to � � 3 we ®rst give a non-existence result for n � 2 and then a posi-
tive result for n odd.

Theorem 3. There is no holomorphic congruence of CP9�4� that brings the Calabi
imbedding of CP2�43� into position as an integral submanifold of the complex contact
structure on CP9�4�.

Proof. We suppose that such an imbedding exists and seek a contradiction. Here
� � 3 and so we have both a ®rst and second normal space. As in the previous proof
U and V must belong to the second normal space. Also G must map the tangent
space into the normal space but a priori we do not know how the image of the tangent
space lies relative to �1 and �2. Thus it is fundamental to consider ~g���X;Y�;GZ�
which, by virture of the equation ~rZU � ÿGZ� ��Z�V, is equal to ~g���X;Y;Z�;U�.
Using this and the Codazzi equation, we see that ~g���X;Y�;GZ� is symmetric in
X;Y;Z.

From the Gauss equation we have the following general formula.

ÿ 1
�
ÿ 1

�ÿ
g�Y;Z�g�X;W� ÿ g�X;Z�g�Y;W�

�g�Y; JZ�g�X; JW� ÿ g�X; JZ�g�Y; JW� ÿ 2g�X; JY�g�Z; JW��
� ~g���Y;Z�; ��X;W�� ÿ ~g���X;Z�; ��Y;W��:
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From this one readily obtains that j��X;X�j2 � 2��ÿ1�
� , for any unit tangent vector X,

and j��X;Z�j2 � �ÿ1
� , for Z orthogonal to X and JX. Similarly one has the natural

orthogonality relations: ��X;X� ? ��X;Z� for X ? Z; ��X;X� ? ��Z;Z� for
X ? Z; JZ; etc. (cf. Nakagawa-Ogiue [11], equation (2.1)). Now consider an ortho-
normal basis of tangent vectors of the form e1; e2; e3 � Je1; e4 � Je2. In particular,
setting �ij � ��ei; ej�, �11; �12; �22; J�11; J�12; J�22 is an orthogonal basis of the ®rst
normal space and j�11j2 � j�22j2 � 4

3, j�12j2 � 2
3 (cf. Nakagawa-Ogiue [11], equation

(2.1)).
Using the Codazzi equation and working at a point we have that ~g�r?ej�kl; �pq� is

symmetric in j and k. Then di�erentiating the fact that the �ij's have constant length
and using the results successively we obtain that r?ej�kl is orthogonal to �1 (cf.
Nakagawa-Ogiue [11], equation (2.2)). Therefore ��X;Y;Z� � r?X��Y;Z� for
X;Y;Z belonging to the basis.

We can apply the same idea to �. From equation (2.4) of Nakagawa-Ogiue [11],
we have that �111; �112; �122; �222; J�111; J�112; J�122; J�222 is an orthogonal basis of
�2 and j�111j2 � j�222j2 � 4

3, j�112j2 � j�122j2 � 4
9. By virtue of the equation of Ricci-

KuÈ hn, ~g�r?ei�jkl; �pqr� � ~g�r?eir?ej �kl; �pqr� is symmetric in i and j. Using this and the
constancy of the lengths of the �ijk's, we have that r?ei �jkl is orthogonal to �2 (cf.
Nakagawa-Ogiue [11], equation (2.7)).

Using this last property and equations (3) and (4), di�erentiation of
~g���X;Y�;GZ� � ~g���X;Y;Z�;U� yields

~g���W;X;Y�;GZ� � ~g���X;Y;Z�;GW� � ÿ ~g���X;Y�;G��Z;W��

from which we deduce that

~g���W;Y;Z�;GX� � ~g���X;Y;Z�;GW� � ÿ ~g���Y;Z�;G��X;W��;

ÿ ~g���Z;Y;W�;GX� ÿ ~g���X;Y;W�;GZ� � ÿ ~g���X;Z�;G��Y;W��:

Adding these three equations yields

~g���X;Y;Z�;GW� � ÿ 1

2

�X
XYZ

~g���X;Y�;G��Z;W�
�
; �5�

where the sum is the cyclic sum on XYZ. In particular we see that

~g���X;X;X�;GX� � 0:

Di�erentiating this with respect to a vector ®eld Y and using (4), we have

~g�r?Y��X;X;X�;GX� � ~g���X;X;X�; g�X;Y�U� g�X; JY�V�

� ~g���X;X;X�;G��X;Y�� � 0:

If Y is orthogonal to both X and JX, then, since GX is normal, we have from our
discussion of �ijk and r?ei�jkl above that

~g���X;X;X�;G��X;Y�� � 0: �6�
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If Y � X and X is unit, then bearing in mind that ~g���X;X�;GX� � ~g���X;X;X�;U�,
we see in a similar manner that r?X��X;X;X� � ÿ��X;X�. From this it follows
that

~g���X;X;X�;G��X;X�� � 0: �7�

Since, in fact, (7) is valid for all X, linearization gives

~g���X;X;Y�;G��X;X�� � 0 �8�

for Y ? X; JX. Also the above equations (5) through (8) hold for G replaced by H.
Continuing, di�erentiation of �7� with respect to Y ? X; JX and consideration of the
projections of G��X;X� to the tangent space and to �1 and �2 gives

~g���X;X;X�;G��X;X;Y�� � 0 �9�

and a similar result for H.
To analyse ~g���X;Y�;GZ� we introduce a special basis of tangent vectors.

Regarding ~g���X;X�;GX� as a function on the unit tangent bundle of CP2�43�, which
is compact, it attains its maximum at a unit vector e1 at a point p. If this maximum is
zero, then ~g���X;X�;GX� vanishes identically and therefore linearization would
imply that U is orthogonal to both the ®rst and second normal spaces, a contra-
diction. It now follows that e1 is an eigenvector of the Weingarten map AGe1 with
positive eigenvalue which we denote by a1. Since for KaÈ hler submanifolds, the
Weingarten maps anti-commute with J, e3 � Je1 is also an eigenvector with
eigenvalue ÿa1. Now let e2 be another eigenvector with eigenvalue a2 and e4 � Je2.
From the symmetry of ~g���X;Y�;GZ� � g�AGZX;Y�, the equations AGe3 �
ÿAJGe1 � ÿJAGe1 and similar equations for AGe4 , we have that these Weingarten
maps are given by the following matrices.

AGe1 �
a1 0 0 0
0 a2 0 0
0 0 ÿa1 0
0 0 0 ÿa2

0BB@
1CCA; AGe2 �

0 a2 0 0
a2 a3 0 a4
0 0 0 ÿa2
0 a4 ÿa2 ÿa3

0BB@
1CCA;

AGe3 �
0 0 ÿa1 0
0 0 0 ÿa2
ÿa1 0 0 0
0 ÿa2 0 0

0BB@
1CCA; AGe4 �

0 0 0 ÿa2
0 a4 ÿa2 ÿa3
0 ÿa2 0 0
ÿa2 ÿa3 0 ÿa4

0BB@
1CCA:

From the relation ~g���X;Y;Z�;U� � ~g���X;Y�;GZ� � g�AGZX;Y� we see that

U � 3

4
a1�111 � 9

4
a2�122 � 3

4
a3�222 � 3

4
a4J�222

and U being unit gives

a1
2 � 3a2

2 � a3
2 � a4

2 � 4

3
: �10�
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We now introduce the following notation.

b1 � ~g�G�11; �12�;
b2 � ~g�G�11; J�12�;
b3 � ~g�G�11; �22�;

b4 � ~g�G�11; J�22�;
b5 � ~g�G�12; �22�;
b6 � ~g�G�12; J�22�;

c1 � ~g�Ge1; �111�;
c2 � ~g�Ge1; J�111�;
c3 � ~g�Ge1; �112�;
c4 � ~g�Ge1; J�112�;
c5 � ~g�Ge1; �122�;
c6 � ~g�Ge1; J�122�;
c7 � ~g�Ge1; �222�;
c8 � ~g�Ge1; J�222�;

c9 � ~g�Ge2; �111�;
c10 � ~g�Ge2; J�111�;
c11 � ~g�Ge2; �112�;
c12 � ~g�Ge2; J�112�;
c13 � ~g�Ge2; �122�;
c14 � ~g�Ge2; J�122�;
c15 � ~g�Ge2; �222�;
c16 � ~g�Ge2; J�222�;

d1 � ~g�G�11; �111�;
d2 � ~g�G�11; J�111�;
d3 � ~g�G�11; �112�;
d4 � ~g�G�11; J�112�;
d5 � ~g�G�11; �122�;
d6 � ~g�G�11; J�122�;
d7 � ~g�G�11; �222�;
d8 � ~g�G�11; J�222�;
d9 � ~g�G�12; �111�;
d10 � ~g�G�12; J�111�;
d11 � ~g�G�12; �112�;
d12 � ~g�G�12; J�112�;

d13 � ~g�G�12; �122�;
d14 � ~g�G�12; J�122�;
d15 � ~g�G�12; �222�;
d16 � ~g�G�12; J�222�;
d17 � ~g�G�22; �111�;
d18 � ~g�G�22; J�111�;
d19 � ~g�G�22; �112�;
d20 � ~g�G�22; J�112�;
d21 � ~g�G�22; �122�;
d22 � ~g�G�22; J�122�;
d23 � ~g�G�22; �222�;
d24 � ~g�G�22; J�222�;

f1 � ~g�G�111; �112�;
f2 � ~g�G�111; J�112�;
f3 � ~g�G�111; �122�;
f4 � ~g�G�111; J�122�;
f5 � ~g�G�111; �222�;
f6 � ~g�G�111; J�222�;

f7 � ~g�G�112; �122�;
f8 � ~g�G�112; J�122�;
f9 � ~g�G�112; �222�;
f10 � ~g�G�112; J�222�;
f11 � ~g�G�122; �222�;
f12 � ~g�G�122; J�222�:

Applying equation �5�, i.e. ~g�Gei; �jkl� � ÿ 1

2

ÿX
jkl

~g��jk;G�li�
�
, we have

c1 � 0;

c2 � 0;

c3 � ÿ 1

2
b1;

c4 � ÿ 1

2
b2;

c5 � ÿ 1

2
b3;

c6 � ÿ 1

2
b4;

c7 � ÿ 3

2
b5;

c8 � ÿ 3

2
b6;

c9 � 3

2
b1;

c10 � 3

2
b2;

c11 � 1

2
b3;

c12 � 1

2
b4;

c13 � 1

2
b5;

c14 � 1

2
b6;

c15 � 0;

c16 � 0:
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Similarly from equations (6), (7) and (8) we readily have d1 � d2 � d3
� d4 � d9 � d10 � d15 � d16 � d21 � d22 � d23 � d24 � 0 and from (9) we have
f1 � f2 � f11 � f12 � 0.

Recall that p and e1 were the point and unit tangent vector where ~g���X;X�;GX�
regarded as a function, say f�X�, on the unit tangent bundle attained its maximum.
For any unit tangent vector Y at p, let �t� be the geodesic in CP2�43� with �0� � p
and  0�0� � Y. Let X�t� be the parallel vector ®eld along  with X�0� � e1. Then

0 � d

dt
f�X�t��

���
t�0
� ~g���Y;X;X�;GX�:

Thus taking Y to be orthogonal to e1 we see that c3 � c4 � 0 and hence that
b1 � b2 � 0.

Now one may write out Gei, G�ij, G�ijk as necessary; for example, bearing in
mind the coe�cients known to be zero so far,

G�11 � ÿa1e1 � 3

4
b3�22 � 3

4
b4J�22 � 9

4
d5�122 � 9

4
d6J�122 � 3

4
d7�222 � 3

4
d8J�222:

Then expanding 0 � ~g�G�11;G�22� � a1a2 we have a2 � 0. Similarly using
f11 � f12 � 0 we have 0 � ~g�G�11;G�222� � a1c7 and also 0 � ~g�G�11;GJ�222� � a1c8;
thus since a1 6� 0 we have c7 � c8 � 0. In turn b5 � b6 � 0 and c13 � c14 � 0.

Writing out Ge1, we now have

Ge1 � 3

4
a1�11 � 9

4
c5�122 � 9

4
c6J�122:

Since G2 � ÿI on tangent vectors and expanding G�11, etc. we have

ÿe1 � 3

4
a1�ÿa1e1 � 3

4
b3�22 � 3

4
b4J�22 � terms in �2�;

ÿ 9

8
b3�ÿc5e1 ÿ c6e3 ÿ 3

4
d5�11 ÿ 3

4
d6J�11 ÿ 3

2
d13�12 ÿ 3

2
d14J�12 � terms in �2�;

ÿ 9

8
b4�ÿc6e1 � c5e3 ÿ 3

4
d6�11 � 3

4
d5J�11 ÿ 3

2
d14�12 � 3

2
d13J�12 � terms in �2�:

From the �22 and J�22 components we see that b3 � b4 � 0. Therefore we now have
that all ci's vanish. Then from the e1 component we see that a1

2 � 4
3 and hence from

(10) we have a3 � a4 � 0. Thus with a2 � a3 � a4 � 0 and all ci � 0, we have that
Ge2 � 0, a contradiction.

Theorem 4. When � � 3 and n is odd, N � n�3
3

ÿ �ÿ 1 is odd and there exists a
holomorphic congruence of CPN�4� that brings the Calabi imbedding of CPn�43� into
position as an integral submanifold of the complex contact structure on CPN�4�.

Proof. Suppose that n � 2p� 1 and consider a column of zh's and of wh's,
�h � 1; . . . ;P�, P � 1

3 �p� 1��p� 2��2p� 3� � 1
2 �N� 1�. For the ®rst p� 1, set

zh � �3h and wh � ÿ�3p�h�1.
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For the next �p� 1��2p� 1� indices form p� 1 sets of the form
���
3
p
�2j �k in the

z-column, ®rst taking all the �21's times the remaining �k in order, then all the �22's times
the �k, k 6� 2 in order, etc. through the �2p�1. Corresponding to these terms in the w
column use � ���

3
p
�2j �k, j running through p� 2; . . . ; 2p� 2 and k running through the

variables �k, k 6� j, ®rst with k 2 fp� 2; . . . ; 2p� 2g and the sign negative and then
with k 2 f1; . . . ; p� 1g and the sign positive.

The last 1
3 p�p� 1��2p� 1� terms in the z column are of the form

���
6
p
�i�j�k,

(i < j < k), and taken as follows. First order the pairs ij as

12; 13; 23; 14; 24; 34; . . . ; 1�p� 1�; . . . ; p�p� 1�:

Each pair
���
6
p
�i�j is multiplied successively by �k, (k � j� 1; ; 2p� 2). For the w

column the terms are of the form � ���
6
p
�i�j�k with the pairs ij ordered as

�p� 2��p� 3�; �p� 2��p� 4�; . . . ; �2p� 1��2p� 2�. Then each pair is multiplied suc-
cessively by ÿ�k, k � j� 1; ; 2p� 2 and then by ��k, k � 1; ; p� 1.

The proof now is to evaluate the complex contact form  on @
@�l
. The computa-

tion is tedious but straightforward and the result is that

 
� @
@�l

�
�
XP
k�1

�
zk
@wk

@�l
ÿ wk

@zk
@�l

�
� 0;

as desired.

We end with a question for further study. For N odd, which of the Calabi
imbeddings can be realized as an integral submanifold of the complex contact
structure on CPN�4�? Must n also be odd?
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